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Renaissance Surgical Arts at Newport Harbormay have recently opened its doors, but
the multi-specialty outpatient surgery center has already generated an irrepressible buzz
among patients and physicians who are experiencing a new level of care in Orange County. 
The physician-owned Joint Commission, Medicare and IMQ (Institute for Medical Quality)

certified facility has emerged as one of the country’s leading surgery centers. Offering
unmatched surgical technologies, infection control systems and concierge-style patient care,
every detail at Renaissance has purpose. While the aesthetics of the center remind you of an
exclusive luxury hotel rather than a surgery center, the elegant touches have meaning.
Water features, lighted geometric artwork and the use of music are designed to

maintain privacy while calming anxious patients. Pajamas and IV solutions are both
heated to provide comfort while keeping patient temperatures optimal for anesthesia
delivery that markedly reduces the incidence of shaking and post-anesthesia nausea.
Technology allows for wireless patient monitoring eliminating annoying cords and

giving patients freedom of movement while providing better tracking for electronic
medical records, nursing staff and physicians. Such details contribute to creating an
environment for a positive patient experience.
One of the most impressive features of Renaissance, and the most critical

preventative aspect of patient care, is its innovative infection control systems. In an age
where resistant blood borne pathogens such as MRSA are on the rise, Renaissance was
built to take advantage of every available technology and best practice to eliminate the
possibility of infection to our patients.
Laminar flow HVAC technology in all eight operating rooms virtually eliminates any airborne

cross contamination through sophisticated ventilation systems with HEPA filtration.  
A unique OR table/gurney system means patients are treated on one surface from

pre-op, to surgery and through to recovery. OR tables are disinfected between patients using a room-
size washer that completely cleans every surface.  
     Renaissance has improved upon best practices for cleaning and preparing instruments for surgery by
modifying the actual architectural design and employee flow of the center. By creating separate dirty
and clean rooms and incorporating modern technology, Renaissance eliminates common errors in
infection control protocol.
     The technology and best practices are brought together by the area’s best staff and world-class
surgeons. Physician partners are best in their respective specialties, including Cardiology, Ear Nose and
Throat, Gastroenterology, Neurosurgery, Orthopedics, Spinal, Ophthalmology, Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery, Podiatry, Oncology, Interventional Radiology, GYN and General Surgery.
Additionally, the staff at Renaissance has been hand-picked by our surgeons for their experience,
empathy and patient care philosophies.
     At Renaissance Surgical Arts at Newport Harbor, we believe that a patient’s eventual surgical
outcome is influenced from the moment they walk in the door. 
     The surgical skills of our physicians are supported by an innovative combination of personalized
patient attention, cutting-edge surgical and infection control technologies, and an environment that
supports emotional response as well as functional need. Orange County is now home to the premiere
ambulatory surgery center in the country enabling residents to experience the highest levels of
healthcare right in their own backyard. �

(Left to right) Some Members of the Board:
Dr. Anil Shah, Dr. Seyed Kamali,

and Bruce Wallace, CEO
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Renaissance Surgical Arts 
at Newport Harbor

Cutting Edge Ambulatory Surgery Center Brings a New Standard of Care to Orange County
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(Back Row) Dr. Amer Zarka, Dr. Richard Agnew, Dr. Henry Bikhazi, Dr. Alice Police, Dr. Michael Goddard, Katharine Agnew, PA, Dr. Siamak Agha
(Front Row) Dr. Anil Shah, Dr. Seyed Kamali, Dr. Gary Reiter, Dr. Brian Levine
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